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SCULPTURE

Mexican Crucified Christ 

This interesting cane image must have been produced around 1580. It is a light New Spanish 
sculpture made of  corn pulp and cane, vegetable fibres and glued cloth. The technique originated 
in pre-Hispanic Mexico and was assimilated by Spanish colonisers, thereby enhancing the fusion 
of  these two cultures. Professor Pablo Amador considers it to be from the “workshop of  the great 
Christs”, sharing important anatomical similarities to the crucifixes found in Sanlúcar and Gran 
Canaria. It adapted very well to processional images because of  its lightness, which facilitated its 
popularisation in Spain. The life-size Christ is nailed to a plain cross with a cartouche and inscription 
(INRI). He is shown deceased, with his eyes half-closed, his mouth half-open and his head tilted to 
one side. His hair falls down to his shoulders, and he has his characteristic forked beard. He wears a 
crown of  thorns, which was added at a later date, and a cloth of  purity draped around his body. His 
somewhat retouched flesh displays marks of  martyrdom, with abundant blood and bruises all over 
his body.

We do not know the exact date when it arrived at the collegiate church, but it was most likely sent 
from Seville by Pedro López de Alday towards the end of  the 16th century. It first occupied the 
north wall of  the Chapel of  Saint Prudentius until it was later moved around the 1660s to preside 
over the Chapel of  the Holy Christ, whose patrons were the Galarreta brothers. It was already 
located in a small altar designed by the architect Roque Rubio from Vitoria by 1775. 

Author: Anonymous. Mexican school
Date: c. 1580
Technique: Paper, corn pulp and cane, vegetable fibres and glued fabrics
Measurements: 235 x 195 x 60 cm
Place: Saint Mary’s Cathedral (Vitoria-Gasteiz). Chapel of  Christ
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